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Winning Lottery Method Used BY Orlando Florida Man Richard Lustig to Win The Lottery 7
Times

Hunter's Creek man Richard Lustig won the lottery 7 times in his life! It's one of the most amazing thing
ever achieved but it is not by chance.

Oct. 21, 2010 - PRLog -- Hunter's Creek man Richard Lustig won the lottery 7 times in his life! It's one of
the most amazing thing ever achieved but it is not by chance. He says that there is a secret lottery winning
method that anyone can use to up their chances of winning the lottery tremendously.

Richard Lustig isn't the only one to have done this. Guys like Kevin Silver have also used a secret lottery
winning method to win the lotto multiple times. Supposedly the method can be used to win any lottery like
Mega Millions, Power Ball and others.

The system used by Richard and others has been kept a secret for a long time and has finally leaked out.
Still, 99.9% of people have no idea that it even exists. I'm going to have to try this out for myself. Richard
won in Millionaire Magic and many other Lottos to the amazement of just about everyone around. The
Orange County Florida man will now be featured on the so "The Lottery Changed My Life".

I was able to find the leaked Lottery winning system that has been used by a few people to win the lotto
several times. You can check it out at: http://www.ebookfreak.com/richardlustiglotto
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